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What is another word for fellow employees
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Copyright © 2022 Vocabulary.com,
Inc., a division of IXL Learning • All Rights Reserved. “Have” vs. “Has”: When To Use Each One What is another word for fellow worker? 73 synonyms found Pronunciation: [ fˈɛlə͡ʊ wˈɜːkə], [ fˈɛləʊ wˈɜːkə], [ f_ˈɛ_l_əʊ w_ˈɜː_k_ə] Table of Contents Similar words for fellow worker: Opposite words for fellow worker: assistant helper henchman reliever
•assistant (noun) accomplice, adherent, auxiliary, partners, backer, apprentice, follower, deputy, partner, gofer, appointee, confederate, colleague, ally, supporter, right-hand person, Temps, helpmate, collaborator, friend, fellow workers, temporary worker, cooperators, secretary, accessory, representative, aide, flunky, subordinate, patron,
Coadjutant, cooperator, adjunct, coadjutor, helper, peon, mate, temp, abettor, backup, help, attendant, Co-operator, companion, righthand person, lieutenant. •co-worker (noun) •fellow worker (noun) •follower (noun) •helper (noun) Man Friday, Girl Friday, gal Friday, servant. •henchman (noun) cohort, stooge, lackey, bodyguard, yes-person.
•lieutenant (noun) •Other relevant words: (noun) •reliever (noun) •Other relevant words (noun): butty, buddy, team-mate, teammate. helper superior, opposer, chief. reliever hindrance, blockage, obstruction, injury. Other usefull source with synonyms of this word: Contact Arkadium, the provider of these gamesThis puzzling new word game combines
a word search with a jumble. Find famous film titles, phrases and more! A person with whom one works in the same workplace A member of less than full status, as of a society, institute, etc. The definition of a compatriot is someone who either works with or is from the same place as another. An equal person or thing. A person of the same class or
rank; equal; peer The definition of a cohort is a group of people who have come together in support of a common cause, or a group of people who share a common characteristic. A colleague or fellow, especially a professional one A person who has equal standing with another or others, as in rank, class, or age: A comrade, companion, or associate.
Assistant means anything that helps something else. Either of two persons paired off in a partnership arrangement (buddy system) for mutual help and protection, as in combat or in children's camp activities One who opposes, one who shows opposition The definition of a partner is a person who takes part in an activity or business with others or one
of two people who are in a relationship. A country, person, or group joined with another or others for a common purpose One that opposes another or others, as in a battle, contest, or debate: One who is on the same team. Anything that is virtually equal to something else, or has the same value, force, etc. A hostile power or force, such as a nation. A
muscle that opposes the action of another muscle, as by relaxing while the other one contracts, thereby producing smooth, coordinated movement. One that is equal to another: An affiliated individual or organization; member (Psychology) An actor who participates in a psychological experiment pretending to be a subject but in actuality working for
the researcher (also known as a "stooge"). A joint partner, as in a business enterprise; an associate. (Formal, often law) It or them, without a connotation of similarity. an associate that one works with One who is united in a relationship with another The definition of an aide is a person who does certain things for another person that makes that
person's job easier or more efficient. Find another word for colleague. In this page you can discover 39 synonyms, antonyms, idiomatic expressions, and related words for colleague, like: co-worker, associate, compatriot, coequal, collaborator, collegues, workmates, fellow, cohort, confrere and peer. This shows grade level based on the word's
complexity.[ koh-wur-ker, koh-wur- ]/ ˈkoʊˌwɜr kər, koʊˈwɜr- /See the most commonly confused word associated with colleaguea fellow worker; colleague.Click for a side-by-side comparison of meanings. Use the word comparison feature to learn the differences between similar and commonly confused words.QUIZ YOURSELF ON HAS VS. HAVE!Do
you have the grammar chops to know when to use “have” or “has”? Let’s find out with this quiz! My grandmother ________ a wall full of antique cuckoo clocks.TAKE THE QUIZ TO FIND OUT Meet Grammar CoachImprove Your Writing Meet Grammar CoachImprove Your Writing First recorded in 1635–45; co- + workercowling, Cowlitz, cowlneck, cowl
neckline, cowman, coworker, coworking, cow parsley, cow parsnip, cowpat, cowpeaDictionary.com Unabridged Based on the Random House Unabridged Dictionary, © Random House, Inc. 2022A coworker is your fellow employee, especially a person you work closely with. The words worker and coworker both refer to paid employees. Even if you
work closely with your fellow students or volunteers, you would not call them your coworkers. Example: I spent most of my first day meeting my coworkers who work in the same department. The first records of coworker come from the 1600s. It’s formed with the prefix co-, meaning “together.” Coworkers are people who work together, cooperatively
or otherwise. In general, your coworkers are all of the people who work at the same job as you. But coworker is most commonly used to refer to a fellow employee who you frequently interact with because they have a similar position or a similar level of responsibility or authority in the workplace. Most people wouldn’t call their boss a coworker—
they’d call them their boss. A common synonym for coworker is colleague, but the two words can imply different things. Coworker is typically used in a neutral way simply to indicate that you work with someone. Colleague often indicates a sense of friendliness and respect, and it can also be used to refer to professional associates who don’t actually
work in the same company or organization. Because coworkers work closely together, it’s very common for them to become friends. It’s good to have coworker friends so you can all complain to each other about your other coworkers. The vast majority of people have had coworkers, and the word can be associated with all the ups and downs of
working closely with other people every day. The best coworkers are the ones who only use 50 minutes of a 60 minute meeting and return 10 minutes of my life back.
— ☁ David Ulevitch ☁ (@davidu) March 21, 2017 It’s one thing when patients tell you you’re a good nurse or doctor but it’s another thing when your coworkers tell you they want you
at bedside when if they’re ever sick. — Mr. Old Fashioned (@ReppTiePrep) December 26, 2019 The best coworkers are those that offer to pick up lunch when you're trying to hit a deadline. — LinkedIn (@LinkedIn) October 30, 2019 If you worked at a restaurant, which of the following people would NOT be considered your coworkers? A. customers B.
servers C. hosts D. chefs assistant, associate, companion, instructor, lecturer, professor, acquaintance, bride, buddy, classmate, comrade, playmate, roommate, schoolmate, spouse, ally, colleague, friend, husband, participantThrough group chats, social media, oversharing coworkers and so many other ways, memes brought many together, pushed
many apart and brought levity to extended crisis after extended crisis.The Most Impactful Memes of 2020|Peter Allen Clark|January 21, 2021|TimeMy coworker from Poland told me about plackis, which are essentially the same thing as latkes without the Chanukah story.Eric Hughes was having a smoke break and talking to a coworker.“He was just a
regular American kid,” a coworker would later tell a reporter.My coworker—who by the way is a guy—was sobbing when we saw the film.There, he crossed paths with Michelle, a part-time coworker who was about to start her senior year at UCLA.With the aid of the influence and exertions of his coworker Henson was again successful.The Journal of
Negro History, Volume 3, 1918|VariousBishop Bishop insisted that he was the General Superintendent and above and beyond his coworker.The History of the Negro Church|Carter Godwin WoodsonHe was a coworker with Palestrina, and was the teacher of many of the succeeding composers.How Music Developed|W. J. HendersonTo learn the tackle,
give your coworker the ball and let him come toward you.Swimming Scientifically Taught|Frank Eugen Dalton and Louis C. DaltonIt is earnestly hoped that the public will receive him as a coworker and give him the most hearty support.The Journal of Negro History, Volume 6, 1921|VariousBritish Dictionary definitions for coworkera fellow worker;
associateCollins English Dictionary - Complete & Unabridged 2012 Digital Edition © William Collins Sons & Co. Ltd. 1979, 1986 © HarperCollins Publishers 1998, 2000, 2003, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2009, 2012WORD OF THE DAYrufescentadjective | [roo-fes-uhnt ]SEE DEFINITIONFEEDBACK© 2022 Dictionary.com, LLC
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